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 Data mining is nothing but the process of viewing data in different angle and 
compiling it into appropriate information. Recent improvements in the area 
of data mining and machine learning have empowered the research in 
biomedical field to improve the condition of general health care. Since  
the wrong classification may lead to poor prediction, there is a need to 
perform the better classification which further improves the prediction rate of 
the medical datasets. When medical data mining is applied on the medical 
datasets the important and difficult challenges are the classification and 
prediction. In this proposed work we evaluate the PIMA Indian Diabtes data 
set of UCI repository using machine learning algorithm like Random Forest 
along with feature selection methods such as forward selection and backward 
elimination based on entropy evaluation method using percentage split as test 
option. The experiment was conducted using R studio platform and we 
achieved classification accuracy of 84.1%. From results we can say that 
Random Forest predicts diabetes better than other techniques with  
less number of attributes so that one can avoid least important test for 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Recent improvements in the area of data mining and machine learning have empowered the research 
in biomedical field to improve the condition of general health care. In many parts of the world the tendency 
for maintaining long-lasting records consisting of medical data is becoming an accepted practice. In addition 
to this, the newer medical equipment’s and the techniques used in diagnosis, produces composite and huge 
data. Therefore, to handle these ill-structured biomedical data, intelligent algorithms for data mining and 
machine learning are required in order to take logical reasoning from the saved raw data, which is considered 
as medical data mining. Within the medical data, the medical data mining searches for patterns and 
relationships which can provide useful information for appropriate medical diagnosis [1]. Data mining 
techniques are applied to different medical domains (health care databases or medical datasets) to improve 
the medical diagnosis. 
To check for any invisible patterns inside the medical datasets, medical data mining is strongly 
recommended. In medical data mining, the actual tasks (challenges) are the classification and prediction of 
medical datasets. One of the techniques that is used for the classification and prediction is random forest [2]. 
Random forest is an ensemble learning method for regression, classification, and other jobs that functions by 
making an assembly of decision trees at training time and generating the class that is the classification or 
regression of the distinct trees. 
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Random forest is a versatile algorithm used for classification suited for the analysis of large datasets. 
Random forest is popular because random forest classification models have high prediction accuracy and 
provides information on important variables for classification. Random forest provides two important aspects 
for data mining i.e. high prediction accuracy and information related to importance of attribute in 
classification [3]. 
One of the significant steps in any data mining research based on classification and prediction 
models is the feature selection. Feature selection is very much important because when we construct  
a medical data mining model, the medical dataset may generally consists of further information than  
the actual information needed to construct the model. If we preserve the attribute columns that are not 
actually needed, then it leads to wastage of memory and more CPU time is needed for the training process 
and the quality of the explored pattern may be deteriorated by these additional attributes because of  
the following reason: 
a. It is difficult to discover meaningful pattern from data because some attributes may be redundant,  
and noisy. 
b. Foridentifying excellent pattern, the majority of data mining algorithms need larger training dataset butthe 
data used for training is extremely small in few data mining applications. 
Feature selection assist in solving these problems by having too little data of high value rather than 
too much data of little value.Feature selection has advantages in the classification of data and there is 
reduction in computational complexity due to reduction in dimension [4]. 
In the proposed research work we apply data mining technique like random forest with feature 




2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
From the existing literature we found many different methods are applied on PIMA Indian diabetes 
dataset. The methods proposed by different researchers and the classification accuracy achieved are 
explained below: 
To exhibit the efficiency of the hybrid classifier based on evolutionary computation on diabetes 
dataset, a method based on hybrid classifier along with k-nearest neighborwas proposed. Based on  
the classification accuracy, it was clear that on over 50 runs the hybrid classifier achieved good accuracy  
of 80% [5]. 
Instead of using a traditional neuron which produces output for a given input in each iteration,  
a spiking neuron which gets activated after each T ms with an input is designed. The output can be changed 
into a particular firing rate furthermore it can perform the data classification depending on a firing rate 
created from input signal. For a set of cases belonging to one among k classes, every input is connected to 
input current and the spiking neuron gets excited after T ms, at last the firing amount is calculated for each 
case. Weights for the spiking neuron are optimized using a gravitational search algorithm. The capability of 
the projected method is compared with the identical spiking neuron implemented with particle swarm 
optimization (PSO), cuckoo search algorithm and differential evolutions. The model is implemented on 
diabetes dataset and the gravitational search algorithm achieved good accuracy of 76.61% [6]. 
For optimizing the parameter for support vector machine (SVM), an adjusted bat algorithm (ABA) 
is proposed. The experiments are conducted on the diabetes dataset. The experimental result was compared 
with the Grid-SVM and other approaches. Based on the result, ABA-SVM is considered as a better classifier 
than Grid-SVM and compared to other approaches like PSO-SVM, the ABA-SVM achieved better 
classification accuracy of 77.34% [7]. 
A model is proposed to handle the problems that can appear when learning from very small data that 
are already classified. The model depends on Logical Analysis of Data (LAD) and is provided with 
additional information obtained from the consideration of data statistically. So the new proposed model is 
called SLAD. The performance of SLAD is compared with LAD, SVM and label propagation algorithm.  
The experiment was conducted on diabetes dataset. From the results obtained, it was found that for both 5% 
training and 10% training SLAD achieved better accuracy of 72.87% compared to the other methods [8]. 
A method to use sequential variational inference and kalman filtering on diabetes dataset to predict 
the classification accuracy is proposed [9]. From the output of the method, it was clear that sequential 
variational inference achieved better accuracy of 80% compared to 76% achieved by kalman filtering. 
 By combining the advantages of graph and combinatorial method, a clustering ensemble method 
was developed using Dempster-Shefer evidence theorem [10]. The model was implemented on diabetes 
dataset and from the experimental results it was identified that the proposed theorem achieved better 
accuracy of 69.27% compared to other methods. 
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A method similar to principal component analysis was used to select the important attributes was 
developed [11]. These attributes are given as an input to the feed forward artificial neural network. The result 
achieved by the method is measured up with other methods of the feature selection like Tarr’s, RUCK’s, 
principal component analysis and t-test. The new model was applied on the diabetes dataset. Testing is done 
using 20% of data and remaining 80% is used for training. The proposed method achieved good accuracy of 
75.22% with less number of attributes. 
A selective bayesianclassifier is proposed and is implemented on diabetes dataset using 5-fold cross 
validation sample [12]. The augmented bayesianclassifier is also implemented on the same dataset. The result 
of selective bayesianclassifier is compared with naïve bayes and augmented bayesianclassifier. From  
the result it was clear that selective bayesianclassifier gives better accuracy than the naïve bayes and 
augmented bayesianclassifier. In addition to this, the selective bayesianclassifier achieves better accuracy of 
79.94% through lesser amounts of attributes thus by reducing the size of the dataset. 
For inductive concept learning an Evolutionary Concept Learner (ECL) was developed and three 
different selection mechanisms of ECL: US (US selection operation), weighted US (WUS) and exponentially 
weighted US (EWUS) were implemented on diabetes dataset [13]. From the result it was found that  
the average accuracy achieved by EWUS was 77% and better than compared to US and WUS. 
A model that makes use of genetic algorithm to select important features is developed in parallel 
with mapreduce framework [14]. The selected features are produced to k-Nearest Neighbor classifier.  
The experiment is carried out on diabetes dataset. The accuracy of fitness is calculated using k-Nearest 
Neighbor. From the result it was seen that parallel genetic algorithm produces better accuracy of 80.51%. 
A powerful method is proposed for low dimensional classification and estimation of regression 
problems [15]. Classification difficulty may be considered as a difficulty of approximating the training set.  
A multi resolution framework is built based on approximations and organized in the form of a tree. This 
supports for efficient training. The model is experimented on diabetes dataset and achieves a good accuracy. 
An artificial immune recognition system which can notice the existence or nonexistence of disease 
is developed. The diabetes dataset is run on the machine on an average of 3 runs using 10-fold cross 
validation sample. The capability of the model is compared with the supplementary methods like IncNEt, 
Logdisc and Dipol92. The accuracy obtained by the proposed system was 74.1% and was better than  
the others [16]. 
A growing-pruning spiking neuron network consisting of 2 stage learning algorithm is developed for 
handling the problems of pattern classification. The proposed network is consisted of three layers and two 
stages of learning algorithm and experimented on diabetes dataset [17]. The outcomes are evaluated with 
batch and online spiking neuron. From the result, it was identified that proposed growing-pruning spiking 
neural network achieved better accuracy of 71.1%. 
Data mining methods like logistic regression and artificial neural networkswith feature selection 
methods like forward selection and backward elimination are applied on diabetes dataset based on  
the entropy evaluation method [18]. The experiment was conducted using WEKA. From the result it was 
identified that the neural network with backward elimination using percentage split achieved an accuracy  
of 78.90%. 
Data mining techniques like logistic regression and artificial neural network are applied on diabetes 
dataset with feature selection methods like forward selection and backward elimination based on the mean 
value of the attributes [19]. From the experiment result it was found that an accuracy of 80.46% is achieved 
by logistic regression when compared to neural network. 
Using the threshold value of each attribute an experiment was conducted on diabetes dataset and  
the performances of the data mining methods like logistic regression and artificial neural networks are 
evaluated with feature selection methods. From the result it was identified that logistic regression using 
backward elimination achieved an of accuracy of 82.81% when compared to neural network [20]. 
Using neural network with back propagation and different data mining techniques like J48, naïve 
bayes and SVM are applied on diabetes dataset to predict the presence or absence of diabetes in a person.  
A 5-fold cross validation sample is used to improve the performance of the model. Based on the experimental 
result conducted an accuracy of 83.11% was achieved by back propagation algorithm [21]. 
In medical field to exploit the patients information, classification systems are widely used on 
diabetes dataset. The naïve bayes is applied for classification and for attribute selection genetic algorithm is 
used [22]. From the experimental results an accuracy of 78.69% is achieved. Popular techniques like deep 
neural networks and SVM are used to identify the presence or absence of diabetes based on the accuracy of 
cross validation sample on diabetes dataset. An accuracy of 77.86% was achieved from the said method [23]. 
Using feature selection for classification of the data has a large number of benefits: decrease in 
computational difficulty due to decrease in dimensionality [24] and reduction in noise to enhance  
the classification accuracy [25]. From the literature survey we can identify that many different methods are 
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applied on the diabetes dataset. Some methods using full set of attributes and some uses the subsets of  
the attributes. The classification accuracy achieved is not satisfactory and it can be further improved. In this 
research work we try to improve the accuracy by using the data mining technique like random forest 
withfeature selection methods like forward selection and backward eliminationusingpercentage split as test 
option. In the next section we study the proposed framework of the research carried out. 
 
 
3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
The proposed framework for evaluating the PIMAIndian Diabetes dataset with feature selection 
methods using R is shown in Figure 1. The process of evaluation is as follows: 
a. The first step is the selection of the diabetes dataset. 
b. For any missing values in the dataset, pre-processing is done. Since the dataset considered have no 
missing values, so no pre-processing is required. The dataset is taken in its original form. 
c. We find the entropy value of each attribute of the dataset using (1) 
 
Info(D)= ∑       (  ) 
   
    (1) 
 
where D is the attribute, i is the attribute index, pi is the probability that an attribute in D belongs to  
a class and m is the total count of attributes. 
d. Not all the features in the dataset are important in prediction. Based on the entropy value of each attribute, 
apply feature selection methods like forward selection and backward elimination to obtain the different 
subsets of features. 
e. For each subset of feature we evaluate the performance of random forest using percentage split as test 
option. 





Figure 1. Framework for the proposed work based on random forest using percentage split 
 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this research work we evaluate the performance of the data mining method like random forest 
with feature selection methods using percentage split as test option on diabetes dataset using R. The diabetes 
dataset considered in the research work consists of 768 instances and 9 attributes. Table 1 gives the list of 
attribute in dataset and their meaning. Table 2 and Table 3 gives the different subsets of attributes obtained 
after applying the feature selection methods and the best accuracy achieved by random forest. 
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Table 1. Diabetes dataset attributes and meaning 
Attribute Meaning 
preg Number of times pregnant 
plas 
Plasma glucose concentration a 2 hours in an oral glucose 
tolerance test 
pres Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 
skin Triceps skin fold thickness (mm) 
insu 2-Hour serum insulin (mu U/ml) 
mass Body mass index (weight in kg/(height in m)^2) 
pedi Diabetes pedigree function 
age Age (years) 
class Class variable (0 or 1) 
 
 
Table 2. Different subsets obtained and the best accuracy achieved after  
applying forward selection based on entropy value 
Subset 
No. 





1 pres, class 2 57.4% 
2 pres, pedi, class 3 58.5% 
3 preg, pres, pedi, class 4 62% 
4 preg, pres, skin, pedi, class 5 63.6% 
5 preg, pres, skin, insu, pedi, class 6 68% 
6 preg, pres, skin, insu, pedi, age, class 7 73.2% 
7 preg, pres, skin, insu, mass, pedi, age, class 8  75.5% 
8 Full set of attributes 9 83.8% 
 
 
Table 3. Different subsets obtained and the best accuracy achieved after  
applying backward elimination based on entropy value 
Subset 
No. 




1 preg, plas, skin, insu, mass, pedi, age, class 8 84.1% 
2 preg, plas, skin, insu, mass, age, class 7 83.1% 
3 plas, skin, insu, mass, age, class 6 81.4% 
4 plas, insu, mass, age, class 5 81.7% 
5 plas, mass, age, class 4 80.8% 
6 plas, mass, class 3 74.6% 
7 plas, class 2 71.3% 
 
 
From the classification accuracy obtained for different set of attributes as shown in Table 2 and 
Table 3, we identified that: 
a. The accuracy achieved for full set of attributes is 83.8%. 
b. The best classification achieved is by Subset No. 1 of Table 3 is 84.1%, which is better than the accuracy 
achieved for full set of attributes and other methods applied on diabetes dataset. The comparison between 





Figure 2. Comparison of classification accuracy of the existing method with the proposed method 
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5. CONCLUSION 
In this research work the data mining method like random forest with feature selection methods like 
forward selection and backward elimination is applied on diabetes dataset using percentage split as test 
option. The experiment is implemented in R studio using R programming languages. From the experimental 
results we can observe the following: 
a. The classification accuracy achieved for full set of attributes is 83.8%. 
b. The classification accuracy achieved by the proposed method is 84.1% with 7 attributes namely preg, 
plas, skin, insu, mass, pedi, and age. 
c. The accuracy achieved is better than any of the existing methods on diabetes dataset and the accuracy 
achieved by using full set of attributes as shown in Figure 2. 
Further researchers can compare the Classification Accuracy with other techniques like SVM, NN, 
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